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Hello and welcome to this little guide on 
creating your very own magick sigils! 

My name is Kyla and I am the artist and little 
witch behind @craftingwitch on Instagram! 

My passion lays in teaching others about the 
craft in a fun and creative way. Whether you 
are an experienced witch or just delving into 
the craft for the very first time, I hope this 
guide will be a useful tool on your journey!

Blessed be,
Kyla xx
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WHAT IS A SIGIL?

Your intention is your desire, whatever it is you would 
like to manifest, the seed of your spellwork! In its 
simplest form, a sigil is an intention that is condensed 
into a symbol. The many symbols that we know today 
each hold their own special power and significance 
(think the cross, the peace sign, yin and yang, star of 
David, etc.) Sigils aren’t quite the same as any old 
symbol, they are a little different in the way that they 
are completely customizable and are coded with your 
unique energy and intention, making sigils a rather 
powerful tool. Your very own custom magick symbol, 
in which you have complete creative control over!

HOW DO 
SIGILS 

WORK?
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HOW DO 
SIGILS 

WORK?

Sigils work through imprinting your subconscious with 
your intent, pushing you towards your desire while the 
energy that the sigil was charged with is released out into 
the universe to manifest it. It is essentially a spell in the 
form of symbolic representation, with the purpose of 
helping you manifest your desires. 

HISTORY AND CONTEXT OF 
SIGIL MAGICK

The word ‘sigil’ is derived from the 
Latin word ‘sigillum’, which translates 
to ‘seal’. The use of symbols for 
power dates back to the beginning 
of humanity, undergoing significant 
evolution to become the sigil magick 
that is so popular today. Early use of 
the specific term ‘sigil’ dates back to 
the mid 17th century, in which The 
Lesser Key of Solomon was compiled,  
holding the sigils of the 72 princes of 
the hierarchy of hell. These sigils were 
so powerful that they were considered 
to be equivalent to the true name of the 
spirits in which they were assigned to. 

In modern practice, sigils can be 
used in the absence of spirits, or any 
such paranormal phenomenon. The 
beauty of sigil magick and other 
witchcraft alike is that you can choose 
to incorporate your beliefs accordingly, 
whether you are atheist, agnostic, or 
religious. You can choose to practice 
based on only science and nature, or 
you can incorporate religion, deities, 
spirits and other such entities. This 
guide will teach you to create and use 
powerful and effective sigils using only 
your intent and the energies of the 
universe around us. 
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CRAFTING YOUR OWN SIGILS
Please understand that witchcraft is never set in stone and there is no one best way to 
do things. As you continue on your journey, you can adapt your practice to what works 
best for you. This guide is designed to walk you through some common techniques and 
practices to get you started on your sigil magick journey. 

Please don’t feel discouraged if your first go at manifestation with sigil magick doesn’t 
come to fruition, it takes practices and once you get the hang of it, there are no limits to 
what you can attract!

Start small, take baby steps, release all 
resistance and trust the universe. 
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PREPARATION
Centering is an important step in preparing for any kind of energy work. It involves 
clearing the mind and priming yourself to direct your energy on the task at hand.

Centering is a very personal practice so it is great to develop a ritual that works for you if 
you haven’t already.  You are welcome to follow your favourite guided meditation, or use 

the one below, adapting it to your preferences:

Completely optional ideas to 
incorporate in your centering 
ritual (if you like):

✦  Light a white candle 
✦  Light incense
✦  Use an essential oil diffuser
✦  Hold a clear quartz crystal
✦  Place crystals around you
✦  Play calming music
✦  Open a window for fresh air
✦  Sit on a comfy cushion

1. Sit somewhere comfortable 
and close your eyes.

3. Focus on taking deep breaths 
in and out until you reach a 
steady pace.

4. Envision that you are 
breathing in a positive white 
light, and exhaling a grey, 
murky substance, carrying any 
negativity that you may have. 

5. Repeat until you are filled 
with only white light, so 
abundant that your being is 
radiating this light.
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SETTING YOUR INTENTION
Your intention (or intent) is the desired outcome of your magick or what you wish to 

manifest. This is the seed of your spellwork so it is important to set a clear and powerful 
intention before continuing any further.

There are a couple of components to setting powerful intentions:

✦  STICK TO POSITIVE PHRASES ✦

✦  USE PRESENT TENSE ✦

Now that you have set your powerful intention, shift your energy and focus towards this 
intent. It can be helpful to write it down or say it out loud, repeating as many times as 

you like. This brings your intention into the physical world for the very first time, the first 
step in making it a reality.
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SIGIL CRAFTING METHODS
It is always recommended to start designing 
your sigils with pencil and paper. Some may 
choose to refine their design digitally, which 
is completely optional. Part of the reason 
that sigil magick is so popular is because all 
you really need is pencil and paper, making 
for an economic, yet effective method of 
spellwork. 

Once you have gathered your tools and are 
in the correct state of mind to begin crafting 
your sigils, it’s time for the fun part!

This guide will walk you through a number 
of methods commonly used to create sigils. 
Each method is equally effective, it just 
comes down to personal preference and 
what works best for you. These methods are 
also completely customizable, you are free 

to add or omit steps as necessary. Follow 
your intuition and do what feels right.

Another great thing about sigil magick 
is that it is very personal and you have 
complete creative freedom over your sigil, 
making for a super fun and enjoyable 
method of spellwork! Remember, there is 
no particular way that a sigil must look. 
The most important thing is that your sigil 
represents you and your intention as much 
as possible. This is the key to a powerful 
sigil that will work for you. 

In the following section, you are welcome 
to follow one method or try them all out! It 
is ideal to give everything a go so that you 
can find the one that is right for you.
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THE LETTER METHOD #1
This is one of the most common sigil making methods, popular for being straightforward 

and simple. It involves rearranging letters from your intent to create a visual symbol, 
creating an effortless correspondence between your sigil and intent.

1. Write down your intent, if your intent 
is considerably long you may want to 
consider just using the key words. 

2. The next step involves simplifying your 
phrase into just a few letters by removing 
any vowels and repeated letters.

3. Now for the fun part! Once you have 
your letters, rearrange them into a symbol. 
Feel free to get creative with this, each 
letter can be a different size or style, and 
can be repeated as many times as you like. 
You can draw a few versions of this letter 
arrangement until you come up with a 
sigil that you are happy with. There are no 
rules, so have fun with it!

4. You can choose to leave the symbol as is 
or you can decorate it to give it your own 
personal touch. This step helps to make 
the sigil personal to you, filling it with your 
own magickal energy and intent. You can 
decorate it intuitively as you please, or you 
can even add symbols that represent your 
intent!

Tip: you don’t have to use English letters, you are welcome to use letters from any 
language, or even create your own alphabet.
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THE LETTER METHOD #2
This method is a variation of letter method #1, and instead of using the whole letters, it 

involves breaking these letters into their basic shapes.

1. Write down your intention (or key 
words if necessary).

2. Simplify your phrase by removing 
vowels and repeated letters.

3. Break your letters down into their basic 
shapes. There is no specific way to do this, 
break it down as you like. 

4. Now for the fun part! Once you have 
your letter elements, rearrange them into 
a symbol. Feel free to get creative with 
this, each element can be a different size 
or style, and can even be rotated however 
you like. You can draw a few versions of 
this arrangement until you come up with a 
sigil that you are happy with. There are no 
rules, so have fun with it!

I have included two variations that I have 
come up with to demonstrate the vast 
possibilities when you get creative with it. 

You can also add any decorations or 
embellishments if you wish. 
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THE LETTER SIGIL WHEEL METHOD
The letter sigil wheel method is another popular way to create sigils. Since it also 

involves using letters, it is also an effortless way to create a correspondence between your 
intent and sigil. The outcome of sigils created with a wheel tends to have a more “flowy” 

aesthetic as you can see from the example.

1. Write out your intention. If it is particularly long, you might want to condense it into 
keywords. 

2. Then simply connect the letters on the sigil wheel! I chose to make a loop around each 
letter for nicer flow but you can also just draw straight lines or even little nodes at each 

letter which are then connected by lines. Get creative with it!
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3. Here is an example of what straight lines look like compared to the looped 
connections. In some instances, you may prefer straight lines, particularly for longer 

words that would create a more complex sigil.

4. You can choose to leave the symbol as is or you can decorate it to give it your own 
personal touch. This step helps to make the sigil personal to you, filling it with your own 
magickal energy and intent. You can decorate it intuitively as you please, or you can even 

add symbols that represent your intent!

I chose to add some elements that symbolise the key word “growing” - I included some 
leaves and vines, as well as the moon and sun to represent growth cycles and seasons. 
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THE SIGIL GRID METHOD
The sigil grid method is essentially the same as the letter sigil wheel method, only the 

letters are converted to numbers. A number wheel has less characters which allows you 
the freedom to get creative with the shape of the grid.

1. Write out your intention. If it is particularly long, you might want to condense it into 
keywords. 

2. Using the chart above, convert your phrase (or keywords) into a number code.

3. Write the numbers down.
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4. You can create your own grid by placing the numbers 1 to 9 on a grid. You can place 
the numbers randomly or in a certain order. The grid is not limited to a circle or a 

square, you can get creative and make the grid any shape you like.

5. Connect the numbers on your grid. The above exemplifies the varying sigils you can 
create with different shaped grids. You can connect the numbers with straight lines, or 
loops, or experiment with something else. As always, you are also welcomed to add any 

decorations or embellishments to your final sigil!
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THE INTUITIVE METHOD
The intuitive method involves creating a conscious flow from your body through to your 
pencil, and intuitively drawing whatever comes to mind. This method is great because 

you get complete creative freedom over the sigil, however it can be tricky if you are 
feeling a creative blockage.

1. Write down your intent.

1. Focusing on your intent, allow a stream of creative energy to flow through your pencil 
while you draw whatever comes to your mind. Just draw freely without thinking about it 
too much. Once you have your sigil, you can redraw a more refined version, making any 

edits as you need.

When I was thinking of divine guidance, my mind instantly gravitated towards the third 
eye, in which I drew an eye as the foundation of my sigil and continued to build up on 

that to create the final product.
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THE SYMBOL METHOD
This method involves collecting a number of symbols that correspond with your intent, 

and consciously combining them into a sigil.

1. Write down your intent.

2. Draw any symbols that correspond to 
your intent (you can use the help of google 
to find these symbols)

Here are the symbols I chose:

• Caduceus: Medicine, healing, snake 
for rebirth.

• Spiral sun: Healing, rhythm of life, 
harmony.

• Lotus flower: Purity, self 
regeneration, rebirth.

3. Freely combine the symbols until you 
have a sigil you are happy with!
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HOW TO USE YOUR SIGIL
Once you have created your sigil, it is time to charge and then activate 
your sigil into the universe so that it can begin to work its magic!  The 

purpose of charging is to fill the sigil with your energy and consecrate it, 
much like you would do with crystals and other magickal tools. Once you 

have charged your sigil, it is time to activate the sigil into the universe! 
Methods of activating sigils can be divided into two general categories; 

passive sigil activation and active sigil activation.

Active sigil activation typically involves destruction of the sigil, so that it 
can be released into the universe.

Passive sigil activation typically involves keeping your sigil around so that 
it can continue to work over time.

The method you choose in activating your sigil mostly comes down to 
preference, but will also depend on the type of sigil you are using. For 
example, if you want to banish something, it might be better suited to 
destroy the sigil. If you created a growth sigil for one of your plants, on 

the other hand, it might be best to keep the sigil around since growth is a 
relatively slow process that occurs over time. Just do what feels right!
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CHARGING YOUR SIGIL
It is important to charge your sigil in order to fill it with your energy and consecrate it. 

This can be done in whichever way works best for you.

Here are some examples:

✦  Leave the sigil under the moonlight ✦
✦  Leave the sigil under the sunlight ✦

✦  Place a corresponding crystal on top of the sigil ✦
✦  Place a clear quartz on top of the sigil ✦

✦  Play high frequency music to the sigil ✦
✦  Play an instrument to the sigil ✦

✦  Sing to the sigil ✦
✦  Envision the sigil filling with a radiant white light ✦

✦  Meditate with the sigil ✦
✦  Bury the sigil in a bowl of salt or corresponding herb ✦

✦  Place the sigil in a crystal grid ✦
✦  Dance around the sigil ✦

✦  Chant your intention over the sigil ✦
✦  Burn candles around the sigil ✦

✦  Carefully pass the sigil through a candle flame ✦
✦  Anoint the sigil with corresponding essential oil ✦

✦  Anoint the sigil with holy water ✦
✦  Anoint the sigil with moon water ✦

✦  Have the sigil on you while you raise your heart rate (e.g. cardio) ✦
✦  Have the sigil on you while you do something you love (e.g. art) ✦

✦  Use a bell or singing bowl near the sigil ✦

These are just some ideas to inspire you, feel free to get creative and come up with your 
own methods, as long as you feel the sigil is being charged with energy!
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ACTIVE SIGIL ACTIVATION
Active sigil activation involves destroying the sigil so that it can be released into the 

universe to manifest its intention.

Here are some examples:

✦  Draw the sigil on a piece of paper, then burn it ✦
✦  Draw the sigil on a piece of paper, then rip it up ✦

✦  Craft the sigil with twigs, burn the twigs✦
✦  Draw the sigil on a bay leaf, then burn it ✦

✦  Draw the sigil in the sand at the beach, watch a wave wash it away ✦
✦  Draw the sigil out of a powder, herb, or salt, blow/wash it away ✦

✦  Draw the sigil in your mind, envision it getting destroyed ✦
✦  Draw the sigil on your body, then wash it away ✦

✦  Stir your soup/coffee/tea in the shape of the sigil ✦
✦  Carve the sigil into your food, eat it ✦

✦  Draw the sigil on a rock/shell, throw it in water ✦
✦  Draw the sigil on the condensation of a window, wipe it away ✦

✦  Carve the sigil into a candle, burn the candle ✦
✦  Carve the sigil into a wax melt, put it in a wax burner ✦

✦  Carve the sigil into a bath bomb, bathe in it ✦
✦  Draw the sigil in your bath with bath salts, fill the bath ✦

✦  Draw the sigil on your skin with cream, rub it in ✦
✦  Draw the sigil with incense smoke ✦

✦  Draw the sigil with sparkler sticks ✦
✦  Carve the sigil into a block of clay before working with the clay ✦

✦  Draw the sigil on a whiteboard, rub it out ✦
✦  Carve the sigil into a bar of soap, wash yourself with it ✦

✦  Draw the sigil into your tea with honey ✦
✦  Draw the sigil into your cooking with ingredients ✦

These are just some ideas to inspire you, feel free to get creative and come up with your 
own methods!
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PASSIVE SIGIL ACTIVATION
Passive sigil activation involves keeping the sigil around so that it can continue to work 

over time.

Here are some examples:

✦  Draw the sigil on a piece of paper ✦
✦  Frame the sigil to keep in your space ✦

✦  Create an ornament by carving the sigil into clay/stone/wood ✦
✦  Create an ornament by crafting the sigil using sticks/leaves ✦

✦  Tattoo the sigil on your body ✦
✦  Make the sigil your phone/computer wallpaper ✦

✦  Post an image of the sigil online ✦
✦  Draw the sigil on the sidewalk using chalk (respectfully) ✦

✦  Sew the sigil into your clothing/pillowcase ✦
✦  Carve the sigil into a seed and then plant it ✦

✦  Carve/draw the sigil onto a plant pot/watering can ✦
✦  Draw the sigil on your phone case ✦

✦  Draw the sigil onto your shoe ✦
✦  Draw the sigil on the back of photographs ✦

✦  Draw the sigil on your water bottle ✦
✦  Draw the sigil on your makeup packaging ✦
✦  Put your sigil on or inside a spell jar ✦

✦  Carry the sigil in your wallet ✦
✦  Put the sigil in a locket to wear around your neck ✦

✦  Carve the sigil into your pencil ✦
✦  Draw the sigil onto your calendar for specific dates ✦

✦  Draw the sigil onto your window or mirror ✦
✦  Draw a sigil on the cover of your textbooks/notebook/grimoire ✦

✦  Draw/carve a sigil under your desk ✦
✦  Make your sigil into a keychain ✦

These are just some ideas to inspire you, feel free to get creative and come up with your 
own methods!
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THE LETTER METHOD #1 WORKSHEET
refer to page 10 for detailed instructions

✦ Write your intention in the above space  ✦

✦ Simplify your phrase into a few letters by removing vowels & repeated words  ✦

✦ Combine and arrange the letters to create your sigil ✦



THE LETTER METHOD #2 WORKSHEET
refer to page 11 for detailed instructions

✦ Combine and arrange the shapes to create your sigil ✦

✦ Break your letters into basic shapes ✦

✦ Write your intention in the above space  ✦
✦ Condense it into keywords if it is too long  ✦



LETTER SIGIL WHEEL WORKSHEET
refer to page 12 & 13 for detailed instructions

✦ Write your intention in the above space  ✦
✦ Condense it into keywords if it is too long  ✦

A
B

C

D

E

F
G

H

I

J

K

L
M

N

O

P

QR

S

T

U

V

W
X

Y

Z

✦ Connect the letters on the sigil wheel above to create your sigil  ✦



SIGIL GRID METHOD WORKSHEET
refer to page 14 & 15 for detailed instructions

✦ Write the numbers 1 to 9 in either of the above grids, then connect the numbers  ✦

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

A B C D E F G H I

J K L M N O P Q R

S T U V W X Y Z

✦ Write your intention in the above space  ✦
✦ Condense it into keywords if it is too long  ✦

✦ Use the table above to convert your intention into a number code ✦



THE INTUITIVE METHOD WORKSHEET
refer to page 16 for detailed instructions

✦ Write your intention in the above space  ✦

✦ Let your energy flow through your arm and out through your pencil ✦
✦ Bring your pencil to the paper and intutively draw whatever comes to mind ✦



THE SYMBOL METHOD  WORKSHEET
refer to page 17 for detailed instructions

✦ Combine and arrange the symbols to create your sigil ✦

✦ Jot down some symbols that correspond with your intent ✦

✦ Write your intention in the above space  ✦


